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Magnetophonon oscillations of the longitudinal magnetoresistance of HgTe are observed at helium 
temperatures in a strong electric field (1-10 V.cm- I ) and magnetic fields up to 300 kOe. A theory is 
developed according to which the magnetophonon oscillations are due to resonance singularities in the 
electron and hole recombination cross sections. Recombination with emission of optical phonons occurs 
whenever the energy gap between the lowest electron Landau level and one of the hole levels equals the 
energy of the optical phonon. As a result. the number of excess carriers produced by impact ionization in 
a strong electric field decreases sharply drops and the magnetoresistance is maximal. 

PACS numbers: 72.20.My, 71.85.Ce 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetophonon resonance (MPR), which is connected 
with inelastic resonant scattering of carriers by optical 
phonons in a strong magnetic field, [1] was observed in 
the investigation of the magnetoresistance of semicon
ductors (see the reviews[2]). At low temperatures 
(T < 50 0 K) magnetophonon oscillations of effects that 
are linear in the electric field vanish because of the 
freezing of the optical phonons. However, the magneto
phonon oscillations in quantizing magnetic fields can ap
pear in the case of resonant emission of optical phonons 
by a non-equilibrium system of electrons. The mag
netophonon (MP) oscillations of the magnetoresistance 
when the electrons are heated up by an electric field 
were observed in n-InSb, n-InAs, n-GaAs, n-InP, and 
n-CdTe in the temperature region 10-20 0 K. [2,3] MP 
oscillations due to electron heating by light were ob
served in the photomagnetic effect in n-InSb at helium 
temperatures. [4] The MP oscillations in the acousto
electric effect were explained also in the electron-tem
perature apprOximation. 

In this paper we consider a new type of MP oscilla
tions of the longitudinal magnetoresistance of zero-gap 
semiconductors of the HgTe type in strong electric and 
magnetic fields (E II H). The effect is connected with 
oscillations of the concentration of the non-equilibrium 
free carriers, which result from the fact that the rate 
of the interband recombination with emission of an opti
cal phonon depends nonmonotonically on the magnetic 
field. The MP oscillations were observed in HgTe at 
low temperatures in strong magnetic fields, when the 
width of the energy gap in the magnetic field is compar
able with the energy of the optical phonon. 

2. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

The measurements were performed with pulsed mag
netic fields up to H = 300 kOe. The measured magneto
resistance signal was registered, with the field and sig
nal as coordinates, by an S8-11 oscilloscope with an addi
tional preamplifier. The current in the sample could vary 
ina wide range-from 0.1 rnA to 3 A. The current pulse, 
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the duration of which exceeded the duration of the mag
netic-field pulse, was produced by a generator with large 
output resistance, thus ensuring stabilization of the current 
in the sample when the resistance was increased by 
three orders of magnitude. To separate the oscillating 
part of the magnetoresistance, we used a procedure 
wherein the Signal linear in H was subtracted and the 
difference Signal was subsequently amplified, 

To measure the current-voltage characteristics (CYC) 
in the magnetic field, a triangular current pulse with 
front durations 50 j.J.sec was applied to the sample at the 
instant of the maximum magnetic field. At a duration 
2.5 msec of the first half-cycle of H, the change of H 
during the time of the current pulse was 0.2%. The CYC 
oscillograms were obtained with the S8-11 oscilloscope, 
and the exact value of H was measured with a second 
oscilloscope. 

In measurements at large current densities j, the 
question arose of the degree of the possible Joule heat 
rise of the sample immersed in the liquid helium. It 
is known[6] that in stationary nucleate boiling, liquid 
helium can draw from a surface up to 1 W / cm 2 of heat 
when the temperature rise relative to the bath is AT 
- 1 0K, while liquid hydrogen can draw up to 10 W / cm 2 

at AT- 3 OK. In the case of a larger heat release a gas 
bubble is formed (film boiling), and AT increases by 
one order of magnitude. 

To determine the permissible pulsed heat loads, we 
have performed a control experiment in which a sample 
immersed in helium at H = 0 was heated by a large cur
rent pulse. A measure of the heating was the change of 
the sample resistance (the electric field in the sample 
was weak). At a heat flux 1. 5 W /cm2, after a very 
rapid initial heat rise AT = 1_20 K, a constant thermal 
regime was observed for - 1 msec, followed by a heat 
rise of dozens of degrees. The constant regime was 
apparently made possible by the nucleate boiling of the 
helium. 

In the measurements of the magnetoresistance p(H) 
and of the CYC, the maximum current density was 
chosen with allowance for the geometry of the sample 
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TABLE I. 

HOMep I T.K I Go. I Ro·l0-Z, 
o6pa3Qa OM-l'CM-l c.\t'·"YJl-l 

1..6 55 05 
4.2 125 40 

14 365 10 
17 415 8 
20.3 510 5.5 

1.6 38.5 
4.2 77 ~5 

1.6 14.3 
4.2 30 29 

and the duration of the pulses of j and H in such a way 
that the heat flux through the sample surface did not ex
ceed 1. 5 W / cm2 into the helium and 10 W / cm2 into the 
hydrogen. In addition, we monitored the agreement be
tween the curves obtained with increasing and decreas
ing field (at constant p(H) and j) or with increasing and 
decreasing current (at constant eve and H). 

Thus, the experimental curves presented below cor
respond to samples heated relative to the bath, the heat 
rise increasing with increasing Hand j, reaching 1-2 OK 
in helium and 3-5 OK in hydrogen at the maximum values 
of H and j. We note that temperature of an electron gas 
with an electron mobility JJ. ~ 105 cm 2 • V-1 sec -1 in an 
electric field E - 10 V / cm is raised several dozen de
grees. [7] This gives grounds for connecting the results 
discussed below with the heating of the electron gas 
rather than with the heating of the crystal lattice. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The measurements of the resistance in a longitudinal 
magnetic field were performed on three large-crystal 
HgTe samples (see Table I) at 1. 6 < T < 4. 2 ° K, and on 
sample No. 1 at T < 20. 3 ° K. Figure 1 shows plots of 
p~/ Po against the field, obtained for sample No. 1 at a 
bath temperature 1. 6 ° K and at different current densi
ties in the sample j. 

At small j it is possible to separate on the p~/Po curve 
two exponential sections: H < 30 kOe and H> 60 kOe. 
The first of them is due to the decrease of the concen
tration of the intrinsic carriers when the gap Eg(H) is 
formed in the energy spectrum of HgTe in the magnetic 
field; the second is probably connected with conduction 
over the impurity states. It is important that for each 
of the samples the value of p~ in the second section does 
not depend on T at 1. 6 < T < 4.2 ° K. With increasing j, 
the sample resistance in the magnetic field decreases 
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FIG. 1. Longitudinal magne
toresistance of HgTe (sample 
No.1, T= 1.6 OK) at different 
densities of the current througl 
the sample: 1-0.067; 
2-0.167; 3-0.67; 4-1.0; 
5-1.67; 6-2.5 A/cm2' The 
electric field at H= 280 kOe 
was respectively 0.7; 1.8; 
6.2; 8.1; 10.3; 12.3 V/cm. 
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FIG. 2. Oscillating part of the 
longitudinal magnetoresistance of 
samples No. 1-3 at T= 2-4 OK 

and at current densities: 1-1. 7; 
2-5; 3-8 A/cm2• 

JOOH,kOe 

and an oscillating component appears on the plot of p~/ 
Po. The positions of the extrema do not depend on the 
electric field intensity E, and the ratio of the amplitude 
of the oscillations to the background increases with in
creaSing j. A similar picture was observed on samples 
No.2 and 3. 

Figure 2 shows the oscillating parts of d~c of the mag
netoresistance curves for samples No. 1-3, obtained 
by subtracting the signal linear in H at a bath tempera
ture 1. 6 ° K. The curves of Figs. 1 and 2 were used to 
determine the following values of the magnetic field at 
which the maxima of p~ were observed: H1 = 277 kOe, 
H2 = 240 kOe, Hs = 180 kOe, H4 = 150 kOe, and Hs = 120 
kOe. The accuracy with which the absolute values of 
H is determined is ± 5%, and the relative pOSition of the 
maxima is determined with accuracy ± 2%. The position 
of the maximum of Hs is possibly distorted by the pres
ence of an additional maximum in a stronger field 
(- 200 kOe). 

The curves of Fig. 3 indicate that the oscillations 
vanish in sample No. 1 when the temperature is in
creased. In the region of liquid hydrogen temperatures, 
the exponential section of p" (H), which is connected with 
the formation of the gap E/I(H), shifts towards stronger 
magnetic fields. At 14 and 17 0 K a nonmonotonicity of 
the p" (H) curve at large current density is observed in 
the same magnetic-field region (200-240 kOe) where the 
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FIG. 3. Resistivity of sample No. 1 in a longitudinal magnetic 
field at liquid hydrogen temperatures: 1-14; 2-17; 3-20.3 
K. Current density: dashed lines: j ~ 1 A/cm2 (ohmic re
gion); solid: 1-12.7; 2-17.6; 3-25.6 A/cm2• The electric 
field for the solid curves at H= 300 kOe is 1-1.7; 2-5; 
3-8", 10 V/cm. 
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FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristics of sample No. 1 at 
4.2 OK in a strong magnetic field. a) eve oscillograms ob
tained with three pulses of the magnetic field at (from left to 
right) H= 180, 215, and 285 kOe. The vertical and horizontal 
scales are 100 rnA and 1.15 V per division, respectively. b) 
Increment of conductivity in the non-ohmic region relative to 
the conductivity in the same magnetic field H in a weak electric 
field, calculated from curves of type a. 

maxima of Hz and H3 are located; it was impossible to 
observe oscillations of p" (H) at 20 0 K. 

To investigate the relations a(E)1 H=const we measured 
the eve of sample No. 1 at 4. 2 0 K. Figure 4a shows 
the eve oscillograms, while Fig. 4b shows the eve in 
semilog scale 

19 [O(E) I -1] =/(E'I,). 
0(0) ll=COll~t 

An exponential dependence of the increment of the 
conductivity is observed: 

/10 (E. H)~exp [-(EoIE)'I'l. 

The results of a control experiment (Sec. 2) and the al
ready mentioned independence of the ohmic part of the 
conductivity a(O, H) on the temperature in the helium 
region at H> 100 kOe allow us to state that the nonlin
earity of the eve is not due to heating of the crystal 
lattice. As seen from Fig. 4b, the increase of H leads 
to a decrease of the conductivity in a given electric field 
E and to a shift in the section of the exponential growth 
of the conductivity into stronger electric fields. 

The observed phenomena are due apparently to heat
ing of the electrons and not the holes, in view of the dif
ference between the effective masses (mi m.» 1). As 
a result of the degeneracy of the conduction band and of 
the valence band of HgTe and as a result of the high elec-
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tron mobility, the hot electrons can produce a non
equilibrium concentration of electron-hole pairs at easi
ly attainable electric fields E- 1 V Icm. The gap E,(H) 
produced in the magnetic field between the conduction 
and valence bands determines the energy threshold for 
impact ionization. The increment of the conductivity 
in a strong electric field t:.a(E, H) is determined by the 
balance between the processes of impact ionization 
and recombination of the nonequilibrium carriers. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, there are two pos
sible channels for direct recombination transitions: 
Auger processes and transitions with phonon emission. 
In the purest zero-gap semiconductors at low tempera
tures, the principal role is played by Auger tranSitions, 
since the energies of the electrons and holes are small 
in comparison with the energy of the optical phonon 
IZwo(T < EF < IZwo, where EF is the Fermi energy). When 
the gap E,(H) that opens up in the magnetic field H ap
proaches in magnitude the energy of the optical phonon, 
the principal role is assumed by the process with emis
sion of an optical phonon. The reason is that the Auger 
processes take place with partiCipation of three parti
cles, for example two electrons and a hole, so that their 
probability is proportional to nZp (n and p are the elec
tron and hole denSities), whereas the probability of pro
cesses with emission of optical phonons is proportional 
to np. The electron and hole densities decrease expo
nentially with increaSing magnetic field. In addition, 
the probability of the Auger processes contains an addi
tional small quantity proportional to [EBIE,(H)]l/z, 
where EB is the exciton energy in the magnetic field if 
EB < E,(H). The recombination connected with the emis
sion of optical phonons has a sharp maximum whenever 
the energy gap between the lowest Landau level of the 
electrons and one of the hole levels coincides with the 
energy of the optical phonon. As a result, the number 
of excess carriers produced by impact ionization in a 
strong electric field decreases sharply, and the magneto
resistance has a maximum at 

(1) 

where E.(H) and Ehl(H) are the absolute values of the 
energy of the lowest Landau level of the electron and of 
the l-th hole level, reckoned from the point of tangency 
of the band at H = O. 

From the positions of the maxima of the magnetore
sistance we can determine the parameters of the elec
tron and hole bands in a zero-gap semiconductor if we 
know the limiting frequency of the optical phonons. 

Preliminary experimental results show that oscilla
tions are observed in the same magnetic-field region 
also in the transverse magnetoresistance of HgTe 
(Hlj). 

4. THEORY OF MP OSCILLATIONS OF THE 
CONCENTRATION IN A ZERO-GAP SENICONDUCTOR 

We consider a zero-gap semiconductor of the Q!-Sn 
or HgTe type with an inverted band schemers] in a strong 
electric field and in a quantizing magnetic field parallel 
to it (along the z axis). In the magnetic field, a gap of 
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the order of neHI(4m.c) is produced (where m. and e 
are the effective mass and charge of the electron and c 
is the speed of light), if the mass of the hole is much 
larger than the mass of the electron. At low tempera
tures, the free electrons are for the most part at the 
lowest Landau level. The excess of free carriers is 
produced as a result of impact ionization by the hot 
electrons. The heavy holes have practically the same 
temperature as the lattice. The electron-density bal
ance equation can be written in the form 

(2) 

where f.(Pz) is the electron distribution function at the 
lower Landau level, ct(P.) is the coefficient of impact 
ionization of an electron with longitudinal momentum 
P., R opt is the rate of recombination with emission of 
an optical phonon, and R"r is the rate of the remaining 
nonresonant recombination processes (for example, re
combination on impurities or Auger recombination). In 
the balance equation, the only oscillating quantity is 
Ropt ' It is just the singularities of this quantity which 
determine the position of the oscillation minima of the 
concentration and accordingly the maxima of the resis
tance. 

We consider now the recombination of electrons and 
holes with emission of an optical phonon. The proba
bility of emission of an optical phonon with wave vector 
q depends on the number 1 of the Landau level on which 
the hole was situated prior to the recombination 

W, (p" q) = _2~MI (p" q) ICql'8[E.(H) +Ehl (II) -n"'o+e,(p,) +fhl (p,+g,n) 1, 

M,(p"q)= S l<e,ple'q'lh,l,p+liq>1 2 dp.dp" 
(3) 

where Cq is the electron-phonon interaction constant, 
Ie, p) is the wave function of the electron, E.(P.) is the 
energy of the electron at the lowest Landau level (e.(O) 
=0), Ehl(Pz) is the energy of the hole at the 1-th Landau 
level, and I h, 1, p) is the wave function of the hole. At 
a given 1 there are two hole bands[9] marked by the in
dex a or b. The recombination rate Ropt is connected 
in the following manner with the probability WI: 

RoPl = (2~)'h S dp, d'g L, L, W",(p" q)j, (P')/hll (p,+hg,) , (4) 
t=u,b I 

where fhl (pz) is the distribution function of the hole on 
the 1-th Landau level. 

We shall calculate the quantities WI(P., q) within the 
framework of a model that takes into account only the 
s-p interaction of the valence band and the conduction 
band with the nearest band having s-symmetry at the 
center of the Brillouin zone (the point r). The spectrum 
of the electrons in the magnetic field is particularly sim
pIe in this case[10] and for the lowest Landau it takes the 
form 

(5) 

The energy spectrum of the holes can be obtained by 
taking into account the interaction with the other bands 
by perturbation theory. The wave functions of the elec
trons and holes have been written out in explicit form 
in[lO,H]. In a quantizing magnetic field, when nWh = neHI 
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mhc» T and nWe = neHI mec » Te (Te is the temperature 
of the hole electrons), the characteristic quantities pz 
- (meTe)1/2 and nq.- (mhT)1/2 in (4) are small in compari
son with nqJ. = n( q~ + q~)ll 2 - hs = (heHI c )1/2. The matrix 
elements MI(P., q) in (3) can be calculated in the lowest 
approximation in P. and qz 

1;;;'2, 

(6) 

- 1-1-----"- Ip,+hg,1 -"=- exp --"=- , ( g') ]'(q2)'-' (g') 
282 282 2s2 

1;;;.2. 

It fullows from (6) that the transitions into the series 
a have a larger probability than the transitions into the 
series b, since they contain one extra power of (P.llfs)2. 
The transition to the hole level of series b with 1 = 0 is 
forbidden if the problem is solved in the spherical ap
proximation. Allowance for the anisotropy of the equal
energy surfaces leads to a mixing of the wave functions 
obtained under the assumption of the equality y 2 = Y3, 
where Y2 and Y3 are the Luttinger parameters. [9] There
fore the amplitude of the oscillations connected with the 
transition to the level bo will be smaller than that of the 
oscillations in the transition to the level of the series a. 

The distribution function of the heavy holes having the 
lattice temperature is of the Boltzmann type. Assuming 
that the distribution function of the electrons in the ul
traquantum limit is also of the Boltzmann type with a 
temperature Te» T, we obtain from (4), (3), and (6) an 
expression for the recombination rate T oPt (1) near reso
nance, when 

F (~ ) = 3 S" de ( dP,) -,. (7 ) 
1,0 ,1 141-31 0 (~-f) ,!. a;: 10 e , a 

Flb(~,l)= 31 f"_d_e_ ,(dP,) _,. 
, (41-1) (1-2)h's'~ (~-f)'I' p, d; I,b e , 

(7b) 

1;;;'3, 

where 'Ko and >too are the low-frequency and high-frequen
cy dielectric constants and C is the Euler constant. 
Formula (7b) was obtained the assumption that m.1 mh 
«TITe. Since nwh> T, the chemical potential of the 
holes EF is connected with the hole density P by the re
lation 

p = 4:'~h' S dp, exp { ~ [Ep-Ehm (If) -eh,m (p,)] } , (8) 

where Eh,m is the energy at the top of the valence band, 
and £ h,m(P.) is the energy of a hole with momentum P. 
on the ground level m, reckoned from the top of the 
valence band. The function F multiplied by exp( - AI Te), 
in (7) describes the contour of the resonance lines. The 
contour is asymmetrical, since it is necessary to have 
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a> O. For example, in the case of a parabolic hole 
dispersion, when e h(PZ) = p~/2mh' we have 

( 11) 3 (mh),f,f' dx [(1 1)] 
Fl. /'J.'r-r: = 141-31""2 0 [x(1_x)pexp -x/'J. T- T, 

=~ (-"!':)'''expl-~ (~-~)]l [~(~-~)] 
141-31, 2 2 T T, 0 2 T T, ' 

(9) 

where Io(x) is a Bessel function of imaginary argument. 
It follows from (9) that at a/T» 1, at the edge of the 
line, F behaves like 

3 (nTmh )'" 
141-31 ---u- . 

At those values of H at which (1) is satisfied nand P 
experience a jump of finite magnitude, whereas the de
rivative with respect to H has a discontinuity. 

We calculate the electron impact-ionization coeffi
cient in the approximation of an infinitely heavy hole. 
In this case the threshold energy, starting with which 
impact ionization by fast electrons is possible, is equal 
to the width of the forbidden band in the magnetic field 
Eg(H). At the threshold value of the energy, the elec
tron gives up its entire momentum to the hole produced 
as a result of impact ionization. Since Et(H) »Te, it 
follows that in the calculation of the impact-ionization 
cross sections we can expand all the quantities that de
pend on the momentum near the threshold momentum 
Pt = [2meEg(H) ]1/2. The initial expression for OI(P.) 
takes the form 

4ne' d'g 
a(p,)= (2n)'",0' f-q.- f d'p,dpxdpyl(e,ple-iq'le,p+liq>I' 

XI (e, p,Ie-"'lh, m, p,+liq> 12o[e,(p,) -e,(p,+lig,) 

-e,(p,,) -eh,,,,(p,,+lig,) -E,(H) J. (10) 

As a result of the impact ionization, holes are pro
duced at the uppermost Landau level m with energy 
eh,m(Ph+nq.). In the case of bands with a parabOlic dis
persion law (the relation between the Luttinger parame
ters being Y1 - Y - k = 0) the uppermost band will be boo 
The matrix elements will be determined at the threshold 
values of the momenta 

fdp.dP,l(e,ple-'Q'lh,ao,p+q>12 = 3q.l,' (3+ 2p,' )-' exp ( _E), 
2s' It's' 2S2 

Expanding P.= Pt+ p~ and nq.= - Pt+ nq~, near the thresh
Old, we obtain 

f dp" dg,' Il {p,' (2E gm,-'), _~[p,,2+1l2(g,')2}} = 2nm,. (12) 
.... nle 

Substituting (11) and (12) in (10), we obtain the final ex
pression for in the ultraquantum limit 

3m,e' [ 3 ~ dx e-'] m,e' 
a=--, - ---1 "'014--

8h'",,' 2! x+'/, '",,zit' . 
(13) 

Allowance for the processes in which the electrons in 
the final states exchange momenta leads to the appear-
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ance of the factor t in (13). It follows from (13) that the 
impact ionization coefficient near the threshold does not 
depend on the electron momentum. The number of pairs 
produced per second according to (2) and (13) is equal 
to (we take into account the fact that there are two 
threshold values ± Pt) 

f ( T \ 'f, [ E.(H)+IiCUh ] 
a(p,)/,(p,)dp,=na nE,(H)'} exp - T. . (14) 

In the case of an intrinsic zero -gap semiconductor 
with a parabolic dispersion for the Landau hole bands, 
when n = p, it follows from (14), (7), and (2) that the 
electron and hole density near the resonance is equal to 

p=n = a~/~;..141~31 (_T_)"'(_1 __ ~)-' exp{- E,(H) 
tin ·cwoe Ii E,(H) "'~ "" T. 

+liCUh ( + _ ;, ) + ~' ( ; + ;,) }{ /, [ ~' ( ~ _ ;, ) ]} -, . (15) 

Formula (15) determines the dependence of P on H near 
the resonance (nwo=Ee(H)+ (Z -l)n''''/t). It takes into ac
count only the resonant part of the recombination with 
emission of optical phonons, as a result of which P in
creases exponentially far from resonance. Allowance 
for the nonresonant recombination leads to an essential
ly much weaker dependence of P on H far from the reso
nance. The temperature Te of the hot electrons is de
termined by the energy-balance equation. In the case 
of a doped semiconductor, the unknown n, p, and Te can 
be obtained from the equations for the neutrality, the 
energy balance, and the electron-density balance (2). 

The line shape near resonance was obtained in explicit 
form for the simplest model, in which the hole spectrum 
was assumed to be parabolic and the electrons were as
sumed to have a Boltzmann distribution with an effective 
temperature Te. This model, however, reflects the 
main features of the phenomenon. The oscillations are 
connected with the fact that the probability of the de
parture of the particles upon recombination oscillates 
as a function of the magnetic field and is proportional to 
the product np, whereas the probability of impact ion
ization by the hot electrons is proportional to n and de
pends monotonically on H. The position of the oscilla
tion minima of the concentration for a real semiconduc
tor is determined by formula (1), which can be used to 
determine the parameters of the energy spectrum of the 
carriers in a zero- gap semiconductor. 

We note that the problem of the resonance line shape 
was solved for hot electrons. The production of elec
tron-hole pairs following absorption of a thermal optical 
phonon was not taken into account, since the oscillations 
were observed at helium temperatures, when the number 
of thermal phonons was exponentially small . 

5. CONCLUSION 

The band parameters of HgTe, determined from the 
oscillations of the reflection and absorption coeffiCients 
in a magnetic field, [12-15] are subject to a large scatter. 
To determine the parameters from the positions of the 
maxima of the MP oscillations of the longitudinal mag
netoresistance, it is necessary to know in greater de-
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a, 

10 

FIG. 5. Scheme of resonant interband transitions in recombi
nation in HgTe. The lower electron level was constructed with
out allowance for the non-parabolicity[9J: Eal = ~(')'1 -')') -!k 
= 4.2 (in units of FieH/ moe) at the parameter values taken 
from[IS 1. The Landau levels of the holes were drawn according 
to the experimental results H l -Hs at a distance Fiwo = 17.1 meV 
below E al(HN). 

tail the dependence of the hole energy on the wave vec
tor along the magnetic field. The reason is that in a 
magnetic field the energy maxima of the series-a Landau 
bands are located .at pz *- O. [14.161 For this reason, the MP 
oscillations are the result of indirect transitions be
tween the conduction band and the valence band, in 
contrast to optical transitions. The channel of re
combination with emission of an optical phonon is 
turned on at the instant when the width of the indirect 
gap is equal to the energy of the optical phonon (ffwo 
= 17.1 meV£171). Preliminary estimates show that of the 
three published possible series of parameters, those 
obtained in ns1 agree best with the positions of the maxi
ma of the MP oscillations. 

With this set of parameters, the observed maxima of 
the longitudinal magnetoresistance should correspond 
to resonance recombination transitions between the low
est electron level al and the lowest hole Landau levels: 
HI - b2; H2 - ao; H3 and H", 200 kOe - a2 and b3; H4 - a3 
and b4; Hs- a4 and bs (Fig. 5). The transition to the 
level bo is forbidden in the spherical approximation. 
At large 1 we have Ea(l) '" Eb(l + 1) '" I Yl - 2Yll. Since the 
lowest hole Landau level is b2, the obtained data are 
used to determine the width of the gap in the energy 
spectrum of HgTe in a magnetic field at 4. 2 0 K 

E,(H) =~= 3.::l5~= 6.210-' meV' kOe-l. 
H III moe 
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The observed new type of magnetophonon oscilla
tions-oscillations of the rate of interband recombina
tion-adds to the possibilities of using the method of 
magnetophonon spectroscopy for zero-gap semiconduc
tors such as HgTe and a-Sn. By this method, if the 
frequencies of the optical phonons are known, one can 
determine the band parameters and measure directly 
the width of the energy gap in a magnetic field. 
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